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ProFact: A Provenance-based Analytics
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Abstract—Policy-based access control systems are crucial for secure information sharing in collaborative applications. However,
policy management needs to be flexible in order to adapt to different environments and be able to support policy evolution. However,
when dealing with large sets of evolving policies, it is critical that policies meet certain policy quality requirements. Policy sets must be
complete, free of inconsistencies, and relevant. In this paper, we propose a framework to analyze policies to determine whether they
meet such requirements. Our framework uses provenance techniques to collect comprehensive data about actions which were either
triggered due to a network context or a user (i.e., a human or a device) action. The framework includes two approaches for policy
analysis: structure-based and classification-based. For the structure-based approach, we designed tree structures to organize and
assess the policy set efficiently. For the classification-based approach, we employed the classification techniques to learn the
characteristics of policies and predict their quality. In addition, the framework includes the policy evolution module which mainly
consists of recommendation and re-evaluation services for policy changes which both aim at fulfilling the policy quality requirements.
The analysis framework has been implemented and experimental results from the prototype are reported.
Index Terms—Access Control Policies, Provenance, Policy Analysis, Policy Quality, Policy Tree, Structure-based Policy Analysis,
Classification-based Policy Analysis.
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I NTRODUCTION

A

DVANCES of technology in areas such as sensors, IoT,
and robotics enable new collaborative applications.
Such applications involve not only humans but also autonomous devices (e.g., drones, robots) [18]. A key requirement for such collaborations is represented by secure information sharing and information flow protection. Access
control is a primary mechanism for selectively controlling
accesses to a set of protected information.
An access control system decides, based on a set of access
control policies, whether a subject (e.g., user, process, device,
application) can access a specific information resource (e.g.,
files) for performing a certain action (e.g., read, write). A
large number of research efforts have been devoted to defining access control models (see [15] for a survey) including
RBAC [47] and XACML [1].
For an access control system to be effective and efficient,
it is critical that policies be of “good quality” in order to
make sure that the appropriate access control decisions are
taken. Towards this, Bertino et al. [12] introduced a set of
quality requirements and proposed a framework for policy
analysis that assesses the quality of policy sets. The framework uses two data structures for policy assessment based
on such quality requirements. The data structures maintain
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•
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information about both policies and actions executed in
the systems (referred to as transactions) in Policy Tree and
Transaction Tree, respectively. Executed transactions can be
monitored by a provenance system which provides finegrained historical details about accesses to the protected resources. The framework supports two analysis strategies for
analyzing the policies independently from the transactions
(referred to as policy-based analysis) and the policies with
respect to the actual transactions executed by the subjects
(referred to as transaction-based analysis).
This paper extends our previous work [12] along three
major directions. The first is the introduction of a tightlycombined structure referred to as Policy-and-Transaction Tree
to store both access control policies and their corresponding transactions, along with an additional analysis strategy
based on this structure. The second is the introduction of
an additional policy analysis method based on classification
techniques. The third is the automatic support of policy
evolutions based on the results of policy analysis. The overall novel framework, which we refer to ProFact (standing
for Provenance-based Analytics Framework for Access Control
Policies), has been implemented and experimental results are
reported from the implemented prototype.
Our contributions include:
•

•

The implementation of the data structures discussed
in [12] and their corresponding policy analysis approaches.
The design and implementation of the Policy-andTransaction Tree data structure and its corresponding
policy analysis approach. Furthermore, an asymptotic analysis of the policy analysis approaches based
on data structures is investigated.
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•

•
•

The design and implementation of a policy analysis
approach that utilizes a classification technique. This
approach efficiently detects “low quality” policies
based on a pre-trained model which learns the patterns of ”low quality” policies obtained from the
historical analysis results. The approach employs
various types of classifiers to learn the policy patterns. This approach is referred to as classificationbased analysis. For implementing the classificationbased approach, we designed two variants: a single
classifier (i.e., kNN, Naı̈ve Bayes, SVM, Random
Forest, or Decision Tree) and combined classifier (i.e.,
combining the results of multiple classifiers using
probabilities of prediction votes or a majority of
votes).
An experimental comparison of the different policy
analysis approaches.
The design and implementation of a policy evolution
approach. Based on the policy analysis, our evolution
tool handles modifications to “low quality” policies
and re-analyzes them.

While implementing the framework, we were not able
to obtain a large set of access control policies from a real
system. Therefore, we generated a synthesized dataset for
experimental purposes. Moreover, machine learning algorithms (particularly classification techniques) require sufficient dataset to efficiently learn the characteristics of the
dataset. In our framework, we addressed the challenges of
classification techniques at two levels: data level by sampling
more data only in the learning phase, and approach level by
devising a classification scheme that combines the classification results of multiple well-known classifiers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides background information on access control and
data provenance. Section 3 introduces several definitions
underlying the policy quality requirements and proposes
a new data structure for policy analysis. Section 4 describes
our analysis services. Section 5 describes our policy evolution services. Section 6 outlines the infrastructure of the
proposed framework. Section 7 presents the experimental
results. Section 8 discusses related work. Finally, Section 9
outlines conclusions and future work.

2

P RELIMINARIES

In what follows, based on [12], we introduce background
concepts and information needed for the subsequent developments in the paper.
2.1

Role-based Access Control

The role-based access control (RBAC model) definition consists of four basic components [47]: users, roles, permissions,
and sessions. Moreover, it includes several functions. The
user assignment (U A) function specifies which user is assigned which roles, whereas the permission assignment
(P A) function specifies the set of permissions assigned to
each role. The user function maps each session to a single
user, while the role function assigns a session to a set of
roles (i.e., the roles that are activated by the corresponding

user in that session). The following definition (adapted from
Sandhu et al. [47]) formally defines the RBAC model.
Definition 1 (Role-based Access Control Model [13]). The
model consists of the following components.
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

U , R, P , S refer to the set of users, roles, permissions,
and sessions, respectively.
A permission pi ∈ P is a tuple of three components
consisting of an object oj ∈ O, an action a ∈ A, and
a sign g ∈ {+, −}.
P A is the permission assignment function that assigns permissions to roles (i.e., P A ⊆ R × P and
P A(ri ) ⊆ P , ∀ri ∈ R).
U A is the user assignment function that assigns users
to roles (i.e., U A ⊆ U ×R and U A(ui ) ⊆ R, ∀ui ∈ U ).
The user function assigns a session to a single user
(i.e., user : S −→ U | user(si ) ∈ U ).
The roles function assigns a session to the roles
associated with the user activated the corresponding
session (i.e., roles ⊆ S × 2R | roles(si ) = {r |
(user(si ), r) ⊆ U A}).
RH is the role hierarchy function (i.e., RH ⊆ R × R),
which refers to the partially ordered role hierarchy
(written ≥).

In Definition 1, we associate a “sign” with each permission to support positive and negative authorizations. Negative authorizations are particularly useful when dealing
with large sets of protected objects organized according to
hierarchies, as well as in our contexts where negative authorizations are also critical in order to provide boundaries to
actions that cognitive autonomous devices can execute.
Throughout the discussion, we will refer to an access
control policy as acp. The components composing a policy
are a role (acp.r), and a permission (acp.p). The permission
of a policy consists of an object (acp.p.o), an action (acp.p.a),
and a sign (acp.p.sign).
2.2

Data Provenance

Data provenance is a historical record of a data object, which
includes its preceding data objects, activities, and context
leading to produce its current state. Several provenance
models have been proposed (e.g., Open Provenance Model
(OPM) [41], PROV [2], and Secure Interoperable MultiGranular Provenance (SimP) [3]). In this paper, we used
SimP [3]. However, it is possible to utilize other provenance
models1 . As shown in Fig. 1, SimP represents provenance
by a set of entities: data, processes, operations, communications, actors, environments, and access control policies. A process manipulates data objects by performing a sequence of
operations to generate other data objects. The operations in
the same process or in two different processes interact and
such interaction is referred to as communication. Processes
(including its operations) and data are manipulated by actors
which can be humans or devices. Processes also have a
context that affects their execution and output. Such context
is represented by the environment which refers to a set
of parameters, and system configurations. In addition, the
1. Integrating our framework with different provenance models is
outside the scope of the paper
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TABLE 2: Example of Access Control Policies for the Depot
Manager and Worker Roles for the Robots Working in a
Delivery Management System
Policy Role
acp1

Action
Receive

acp2

Receive
Receive

acp3

Manager
acp4
acp5

Fig. 1: The SimP provenance model [3]

acp6
acp7

TABLE 1: SimP Entity Notations
Notation
SimP.Processes
SimP.Policies
PR
PL
PR.Operation
PR.Data
PR.User
PL.Operation
PL.Data
PL.User

Description
The set of processes captured by SimP provenance
The set of access control policies captured by SimP
A process record (i.e., P R ∈ SimP.P rocesses)
An access control policy record (i.e., P L ∈
SimP.P olicies)
The operation executed by the P R process
The data object manipulated by the P R process
The user who executed the P R process
The operation controlled by the P L policy
The data object controlled by the P L policy
The user whose access is controlled by the P L
policy

access control policy entity captures the policies of actors at
the time of data manipulation by the actors.
In SimP, the access control policy entity includes the
following attributes: operation, data, and user. A process is
represented by a set of attributes including operations, data,
and user.
Table 1 defines notations for SimP entities. Moreover,
each process record refers to a task in a workflow. A task
represents a transaction executed at run-time. We formally
define a transaction as follows:
Definition 2 (Transaction). A transaction t ∈ T is an action
a ∈ A executed by a user u ∈ U on an object o ∈ O. Thus, a
transaction t is represented by a tuple (u, o, a).

3

P OLICY A NALYSIS M ETRICS A ND S TRUCTURES

In this section, we introduce the quality requirements that
are used as metrics to evaluate policies through the analysis process. We also describe two data structures that are
utilized for the policy analysis services.
3.1

Policy Quality Requirements

We illustrate the policy quality requirements by the following running example (adapted from [52]).
Example: We envision an automated delivery management
system for army forces operating in a set of bunkers which are
supported by a remote supply depot. Autonomous vehicles (mules)
are used to transfer supplies (e.g., meals ready to eat (MREs))
from the depot to the bunkers. Supplies in all sites, including the

acp8
acp9
acp10
acp11
acp12
acp13
acp14
acp15

Worker

Permission
Object
Notification
from bunkers
Notification
from bunker 10
Notification
from bunker 5
a
Bunker Status

Inquire
Bunker
Inquire central
DB
Inquire central
DB
Inquire central
DB
Assign loading
task
Receive
Load
Report to central DB
Receive
Load
Report to central DB
Report to Manager

Sign
+
−
+
+

Supply Status

+

List of available
mules
List of available
workers
Worker, Mule,
Supply
Loading task
Supply, mule
Robot status

+

Loading task
Supply, mule
Robot status

+
+
+

Robot status

−

+
+
+
+
+

bunkers and the depot, are managed by robotic devices. Smart
refrigerators at bunkers manage the MRE inventory and notify
the robot at the depot when additional supplies are needed. At
the depot, there are several robots and mules. The mules transfer
supplies from the depot to bunkers. There are two types of robot.
One is the depot manager which receives notifications from smart
refrigerators at bunkers and manages the transfer of the required
supplies to bunkers; the other type is the worker that is responsible
for loading the mules with supply cartoons. In addition, there is
a computer system that maintains a central database for sharing
necessary information (e.g., mule location and status, depot supply, robot status).
In such a delivery management system, we focus on designing
an access control system for the robots working at the depot.
Because of the two types of robot, we have two corresponding roles:
manager and worker. The worker executes the following types of
transaction: (i) receive loading requests; (ii) load a mule with the
supplies; and (iii) report its status to the computer system. The
manager is authorized to perform the same types of transaction as
the worker and in addition is authorized to perform the following
types of transaction: (i) receive notification from a bunker; (ii)
inquire whether a bunker needs supplies; (iii) check availability
of supplies; (iv) retrieve the list of available mules and workers;
(v) and assign a worker and mule for a delivery request. The
access control policies related to these transactions are listed in
Table 2. The problem of assuring the quality of a set of
access control policies can be restated as the problem of
making sure that policies do not have inconsistency, are
not redundant, irrelevant, and incomplete with respect to
the actions executed by the users. In addition, it is critical
to minimize the number of explicit exceptions that must
be allowed with respect to the policies. Minimizing the
exceptions is critical to reduce the manual administrative
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activities to be executed in the system. In what follows we
introduce several definitions underlying our policy quality
notion.
Definition 3 (Inconsistency). Access control policies acpi ,
acpj ∈ ACP are inconsistent if and only if
•
•

acpi .r = acpj .r ∧ acpi .p.o = acpj .p.o ∧ acpi .p.a =
acpj .p.a
acpi .p.sign 6= acpj .p.sign.

Inconsistency refers to the situation in which for the
same access by the same role, one policy allows the access and the other denies it. Policy inconsistency leads to
conflicts at the policy enforcement stage that then requires
conflict resolution strategies [14] be applied. Minimizing the
inconsistencies is thus critical to reduce the need for conflict
resolutions activities.
Example: As shown in Table 2, acp1 specifies that a robot
with the manager role has a positive permission to receive
notifications from all bunkers. However, based on acp2 the
role manager is forbidden from receiving notifications from
the bunker with number 10. Hence, acp1 is inconsistent with
acp2 .
Definition 4 (Policies Exceptions). A transaction ti ∈ T (u ∈
U , o ∈ O, a ∈ A) is an exception with respect to an access
control policy acpj ∈ ACP if and only if
•
•

ti .o = acpj .p.o ∧ ti .a = acpj .p.a ∧ acpj .r ∈
U A(ti .ui ) ∧ acpj .p.sign = ‘−0
∃P Rk ∈ SimP.P rocesses | P Rk .Operation =
ti .a ∧ P Rk .Data = ti .o ∧ P Rk .U ser = ti .u.

A policy exception arises when a transaction is executed
that violates a negative authorization. In general, whereas
exceptions may arise due for example to unforeseen circumstances; it is important to minimize their occurrences.
Exceptions may require explicit ad-hoc and temporary authorizations from human administrators, which can be expensive and not always possible. It is thus therefore critical
to analyze exceptions to determine whether policies should
be modified so to be able to cover the frequently occurring
exceptions.
Example: Consider policy acp15 from Table 2. According
to such a policy, a worker is not authorized to communicate
with the manager about emergency situations. Suppose
that one of the worker robots has a malfunction while
performing a loading task. The worker robot should notify
the manager about the situation to enable the manager to reassign the task to another worker. To solve this situation, the
administrator allows the worker robot to notify the manager
about the task by adding a temporary access control policy
and disabling acp15 . However, it is clear that a modification
of the policy allowing a robot to notify the manager in the
case of malfunctioning would be a more efficient solution.
Definition 5 (Incompleteness). A set of access control policies is incomplete if and only if
•
•
•

∃ti ∈ T | ti = (ui ∈ U , oi ∈ O, ai ∈ A
∃P Rk ∈ SimP.P rocesses | P Rk .Operation =
ti .a ∧ P Rk .Data = ti .o ∧ P Rk .U ser = ti .u
@acp ∈ ACP | ti .o = acp.p.o ∧ ti .a = acp.p.a ∧
acp.r ∈ U A(ti .ui ).

Incompleteness refers to the situation in which an access
request is issued that is not covered by the current policies.
Example: Consider the case in which a worker asks
information about the capacity of a mule. In this case, there
is no policy either allowing or denying the access to this
information.
In cases like the one in the previous example, we say,
as in the well-known XACML standard [1], that there is no
applicable policy. Making sure that all actions are covered
by some policies is critical to enhance the predictability of
device behaviors.
Definition 6 (Redundancy). An access control policy acpi ∈
ACP is redundant if and only if
•
•

∃acpj ∈ ACP
acpi .r = acpj .r ∧ (acpi .p.o ⊆ acpj .p.o ∨ acpj .p.o ⊆
acpi .p.o) ∧ acpi .p.a = acpj .p.a ∧ acpi .p.sign =
acpj .p.sign.

Redundancy arises when there is a set of similar policies that control the same situation of interest. Detecting
redundancy helps in reducing the size of the policy set. In
addition, it enhances security.
Example: Consider the policies in Table 2. Based on acp1
and acp3 a robot manager is authorized to receive notifications from Bunker 5. Hence, these two policies will be
enforced. However it is clear that policy acp3 is redundant
with respect to acp1 and as the latter is more general, the
former can be removed.
Definition 7 (Irrelevancy). An access control policy acpi
ACP is irrelevant if and only if
•

•

@P Rk ∈ SimP.P rocesses
acpi .p, a ∧ P Rk .Data =
U A(P Rk .U ser)
@P Lk ∈ SimP.P olicies
acpi .p, a ∧ P Lk .Data =
U A(P Lk .U ser).

| P Rk .Operation =
acpi .p.o ∧ acpi .r ∈
| P Lk .Operation =
acpi .p.o ∧ acpi .r ∈

Irrelevancy refers to the situation in which no access
requests are issued to which a given policy is applicable. Removing irrelevant policies enhances security and enhances
usability in cases in which human users have to inspect the
policies, for example when solving policy conflicts.
Example: Consider the policies in Table 2. According
to acp4 , the robot manager is able to inquire a bunker
status. Nonetheless, such a policy is irrelevant as bunkers
automatically send requests.
Removing irrelevant policies is critical when policies are
not used, as irrelevant policies may undermine security. For
example, an attacker may try to compromise a user in order
to exploit the privileges of this user. Thus, making sure
that a user does not have permissions for actions that the
user is not expected to execute is critical to minimize such
exploitations.
3.2

Structures for Policy Analysis

Policy analysis requires scanning the policy set to detect
the policies which violate the policy quality requirements.
Furthermore, assessing policy quality requires searching
two types of data sources: the set of policies and the set of
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TABLE 3: Notations for The Asymptotic Time Analysis
Notation
n
m
fR
fA
fO

Description
The number of access control policies.
The number of transactions.
The number of unique roles which represents the
maximum fan-out of the root node of the tree structures.
The number of unique actions which represents the
maximum fan-out of an action node in the tree structure.
The number of unique objects which represents the
maximum fan-out of an object node in the tree structure.

Fig. 2: Policy analysis structures: policy tree (right) and
transaction tree (left)
transactions executed in the system. Therefore, in [12], we
introduced two data structures: Policy Tree and Transaction
Tree (shown in Fig. 2). Both of these structures are multiway tree structures which consist of different node types
including role, action, and object. In addition, the Policy Tree
has another node type which is a sign node. In both trees,
the first level consists of role nodes representing all roles
in the system. The second level of the two trees consists of
action nodes, and the third level consists of object nodes
(which represent the leaf level in the Transaction Tree).
The leaf level in the policy tree consists of sign nodes2 .
Thereafter, we introduce a new data structure to enhance
the analysis service.
3.2.1 Policy-and-Transaction Tree (PT-Tree)
Instead of building two individual structures (i.e., policy
tree and transaction tree), a hybrid structure (referred to
as a policy-and-transaction tree) can be built to store both
sets of transactions and access control policies in a tightlycombined organization. In order to build such an integrated
structure, the structure of policy tree can be adapted to
store access control policies as well as their corresponding
transactions. When an executed transaction does not have
a corresponding policy that controls it, the transaction is
added as a policy but the value for the sign node is special3
and the value for Policy ID is empty. Otherwise, the path
corresponding to the enforced policy while executing the
transaction is updated by incrementing the Counter value.
3.2.2 Time Complexity of Structure Construction
For discussing the time asymptotic analysis for constructing
the policy, transaction, and PT trees, we used the notations
listed in Table 3.
At the running time of a system, every transaction executed by a user is mapped to a record matching an access
control policy. Thus, the unique set of transactions m is
bounded by the set of access control policies (i.e., m = O(n)).
Regarding the structure of the policy tree and transaction
tree, the fan-out of a node depends on the node type (i.e.,
the fan-out of a root node (fR ), action node fA , and object
node fO vary based on the specifications of an access control
system). However, the fan-out of a node in these trees f
2. For more details, please refer to [12]
3. It implies that there is no corresponding permission neither accepting nor rejecting the access.

can be generalized by the maximum of the various node
fan-outs (i.e., f = max(fR , fR , fR )). Subsequently, the time
cost of searching the policy or transaction tree is O(logf n).
Inserting a transaction or a policy involves searching the tree
structure; hence the time cost of insertion is also O(logf n).
Based on the aforementioned discussion, given n policies, the time cost of constructing the policy tree is
O(n logf n). While for constructing the transaction tree 4 ,
the operations of inserting a transaction into the transaction
tree and searching for the corresponding policy in the policy
tree are performed in sequential; hence these two operations
are bounded by O(logf n). Given m transactions, the time
cost of constructing the transaction tree is also O(m logf n).
Thus, the construction time of a transaction tree is asymptotically larger than the one of a policy tree.
Intuitively, the asymptotic analysis of the PT tree is
bounded by the maximum of that for the policy tree and
transaction tree (i.e., O(max(policy tree, transaction tree)).
Subsequently, the insertion and construction times of the
hybrid structure are O(logf n), O(m logf n), respectively.

4

P OLICY A NALYSIS S ERVICES

Our framework supports two types of analysis: structurebased and classification-based. The structure-based analysis
aims at analyzing all policies and find any “low quality”
policy by using the data structures discussed in Section 3.
However, this approach might be expensive (in terms of
space and time especially in a real-time environment). Alternatively, the classification-based analysis approach learns
the characteristics of each type of “low quality” policies. The
classification-based approach is able to quickly predict the
quality of a policy, but inaccurate predictions might happen.
4.1

Structure-based Analysis

The search space of the policy-based analytic service is
bounded by the access control policy set itself. Hence
the policy-based analytic service is not able to assess all
quality requirements (e.g., cannot assess incompleteness).
Thus, the transaction-based analytic service expands the
search space to cover both the executed transactions and
their corresponding policies. From another perspective, the
policy-based analysis follows the paradigm “analyze first and
enforce later” while the transaction-based analysis follows
the opposite paradigm (i.e.,“enforce first and analyze later”).
4. We refer the reader to Algorithm 1 in [12].
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TABLE 4: The Objectives of Policy Analysis Services

Inconsistency
Exception
Incompleteness
Redundancy
Irrelevancy

Policy-based
Analysis
3
7
7
3
3

Transactionbased Analysis
3
3
3
3
7

Fig. 3: The Pipeline of Classification-based Policy Analysis
For situations that can be detected by both types of analysis, the policy-based one is preferred because it provides
early feedback about the quality of policies. Both policybased analysis and transaction-based analysis are discussed
thoroughly in [12].
4.1.1

Policy-based Analysis

This service utilizes the policy tree structure. Subsequently,
it is able to detect inconsistency, redundancy, and irrelevancy. The policy-based approach is not able to detect the
exceptions and the incomplete policies as these can only
be detected by analyzing the transactions executed in the
system as well as their corresponding access control policies.
Time Complexity: The policy-based analysis requires
inspecting all access control policies n. Furthermore, for
every policy, the approach searches for the other policies
that involve similar objects. This leads to the time cost of
O(n logf n).
4.1.2

Transaction-based Analysis

Unlike the policy-based analysis, this service utilizes the
transaction tree primarily and explores the corresponding
policies in the policy tree. Subsequently, this service is able
to detect inconsistency, redundancy, incompleteness, and
exceptions. Since irrelevant policies do not have corresponding transactions in the transaction tree, such policies can not
be reported by the transaction-based approach.
Time Complexity: The transaction-based analysis requires inspecting all unique set of transactions (i.e., O(n)).
For every transaction, the approach checks its corresponding policy through the associated pointer linking both trees;
hence requiring a constant time. Consequently, the time cost
of the transaction-based analysis approach is O(n).
4.1.3 Policy-and-Transaction-based Analysis (PT-based
Analysis)
Neither of the policy-based analysis nor the transactionbased analysis are able to achieve all of the objectives
of the policy analysis as shown in Table 4. Nonetheless,
performing an analysis utilizing the PT tree can achieve all
of the analysis objectives effectively.
Time Complexity: The PT-based analysis requires inspecting all access control policies and their corresponding
transactions stored in the hybrid structure and verifying
the similarity of each policy with other policies. Thus, the
time complexity of the PT-based analysis is bounded by
the maximum of that for the Policy-based analysis and
Transaction-based analysis. Subsequently, the time cost of
the PT-based analysis is O(n logf n).

4.2

Classification-based Analysis

The structure-based analysis requires maintaining some
data structures. To avoid having to inspect the tree structures periodically, the classification-based analysis (see Fig.
3) aims at learning the patterns of low-quality policies based
on the historical results of the structure-based analysis and
then generating a classifier. Thereafter, the classifier is used
to assess policies and predict whether they will not meet the
quality requirements.
4.2.1 Classification of Access Control Policies
The historical results generated from the structure-based
policy analysis can be used to generate the patterns of
policies that are of “low quality” and thus create categories
(i.e., classes) of policies. Each policy quality requirement
characterized by a sample set of policies is considered as
a class for the corresponding policies. A subset of policies
for each category is used to train a classifier for creating a
model that summarizes the patterns of policies belonging
to each category. In particular, each policy and transaction
is represented as a feature vector consisting of role, object,
action, sign, and policy quality class5 (e.g., irrelevant, inconsistent). Then, the classifier utilizes the model for predicting
the class of new policies.
There are, however, two main challenges that are associated with the classification-based analysis approach: the imbalanced categories of historical policies and the inevitable
classification inaccuracy. Learning the patterns of imbalanced categories potentially leads to a biased pattern learning for the dense categories (i.e., the categories which have
many policies); hence increasing the classification inaccuracy to the sparse categories (i.e., the categories which have
few numbers of policies). Thus, for obtaining balanced categories of policies, we sample more policies policies using
the SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique)
algorithm [20] to over-sample [32] the class with minority
samples. Regarding the classification inaccuracy, there is no
optimal classifier that definitely guarantees accurate prediction results. Thus, our framework addresses this challenge
by adopting the cross-validation mechanism while training
a classifier and proposing a classification scheme which
combines the classification results obtained from different
classifiers to enhance the classification accuracy.
4.2.2 Classification Approaches
Here, we present two classification schemes which we use
in our framework.
5. The classification of policy quality is a multi-class classification
(i.e., irrelevant, inconsistent, redundant, exception, incomplete, and
good-quality).
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Algorithm 1 Classification-based Analysis - Combined Classifiers Approach

D denote the training set of Access Control Policies,
k denote the number of base classifiers, T be the test set
of policies, m denote the mode of combined classifier
approach, and n denote the number of classes.
for i ∈ {1, . . . , k} do
Build a base classifier Ci from D
for each class j ∈ {1, . . . , n} do
αij = Accuracy(Ci , ∀ policy x ∈ j )
end for
end for
for each policy x ∈ T do
if m: Majority voting based then
C ∗ (x) = Vote(C1 , C2 , . . . , CK )
else if m: Probability-based then
C ∗ (x) = Ci (x) | αi = maxki=1 αi
end if
end for

services, i.e., recommendation and re-evaluation services,
that we describe in what follows.

1: Let

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

One Classifier (OC )
The OC approach adopts one of the state-of-the-art classifiers (i.e., k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN), Naı̈ve Bayes, Support
Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree, or Random Forest) at
a time. In the experiment section, we discuss the impact of
the choice of the classifier on the policy classification.
Combined Classifiers (CC )
Since classifiers inevitably suffer from inherent classification
inaccuracy, classifying a policy with different classifiers may
potentially result in various categories for a given policy.
Consequently, combining the results of various classifiers
potentially increases the certainty of the classification result.
We investigate two methods for combining the classifiers: majority voting [46] (referenced as Majority-based
Combined Classifiers (M CC )) and maximum probability [24]
(referenced as Probability-based Combined Classifiers (P CC )).
The majority voting method builds a consensus of opinion among classifiers. In particular, the method selects the
predicted class that is supported by the majority of the
classifiers. If there is no majority voting (i.e., a strong disagreement among classifiers concerning the predicted class),
the method randomly selects one of the classes predicted
from one of the classifiers. Meanwhile, P CC utilizes the
probabilities associated with the predicted class using every
classifier and chooses the class from the classifier whose
probability is the highest. The two methods of the combined
classification scheme are formalized in Algorithm 1.

5

P OLICY E VOLUTION S ERVICES

A dynamic system often requires modifying its access control policies. Especially, when the policy analysis process
identifies some low-quality policies. The analysis results can
be then be used to evolve the system. However, modifying
the policies manually is not reliable and is expensive in
terms of human administrative time and efforts. Hence, we
propose a set of policy evolution algorithms that aim at automatically evolving the policies in order to enhance them.
The policy evolution module (see Fig. 4) comprises two

Fig. 4: Policy Evolution Services

5.1

Recommendation Services for Policy Changes

The recommendation services receive as input the results of
the policy analysis module and return a set of recommended
primitive policy changes. In particular, there is a recommendation service for each type of low-quality policies (see
Algorithms 2-4). Each service inspects the set of access
control policies and transactions thoroughly to evaluate the
causes for low-quality policies and suggests accordingly one
or multiple primitive changes (see Table 5 for the list of
primitive changes).
The recommendation service for redundant policies is
described in Algorithm 2. Given two redundant policies,
the service basically checks whether the two policies are
identical (lines 2-3) or similar (lines 4-33). Checking the
similarity of two policies implies verifying the similarity of
their corresponding three components (i.e., role, object, and
action) 6 as follows:
•

•

•

If the corresponding roles are related by the parentchild relationship, the two policies are similar (lines
5-22). Hence, the service recommends either deleting
the policy having the child role or changing the role
of the parent policy through analyzing the executed
transactions associated with them.
If the object of one policy is a child of the object of the
other policy, the two policies are similar (lines 23-27).
Hence, the service recommends deleting the policy
corresponding to the child object.
If the action of one policy is partially implied by
the action of the other policy, the two policies are
considered similar (lines 28-32). Hence, the service
recommends deleting the policy corresponding to the
partial action.

Regarding inconsistent policies, their recommendation
service is described in Algorithm 3. Given two inconsistent
policies, the service checks the similarity of the corresponding three components. In particular, if the corresponding
roles are related by the parent-child relationship, the inconsistent policies are considered similar. Subsequently, the service recommends creating a new role for the users belonging
to the parent role (except the users belonging to the child
role of interest), and then assigning the policy associated
with the parent to the new role (lines 4-10). Also, the service
6. The sign is not checked because the two policies are reported as
redundant and thus they have the same sign.
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TABLE 5: Primitive Changes on Policies
Primitive
DEL P OLICY (ACPi )
CHG P OLICYr (ACPi , x)
CHG P OLICYa (ACPi , x)
CHG P OLICYo (ACPi , x)
CHG P OLICYs (ACPi , x)
ADD P OLICY (ACPi )
ADD ROLE (ri , rj )
DEL ROLE (ri )

Description
Delete the policy ACPi
Change policy role: ACPi .r = x
Change policy action: ACPi .p.a = x
Change policy object: ACPi .p.o = x
Change policy sign: ACPi .p.sign = x
Add the policy ACPi hrole: ACPi .r, permission: (ACPi .p.a, ACPi .p.o, ACPi .p.sign)i
Add the role ri to the parent role rj
Delete the role ri

recommends similar changes when the inconsistent policies
are considered similar with respect to the objects (lines 1116) and actions (lines 17-23).
The recommendation service for exceptional transactions is described in Algorithm 4. Given a policy and its
corresponding exceptional transaction, the service checks
whether the policy has been enforced. If not, the service
recommends negating the sign of the policy. Otherwise,
the service checks the following conditions when the exceptional transaction has been repeated a number of times
higher than a certain threshold (i.e., σ ):

Due to space limitations, we omit the algorithms for
the recommendation services in two cases: irrelevancy and
incompleteness. Those algorithms are quite simple. In the
case of irrelevant policies, the corresponding service recommends deleting it, whereas in the case of incomplete policies
the service recommends adding new policies to cover the
missing scenarios.
Validating the parent-child relations, among the corresponding roles, objects, and actions of the two policies,
requires inspecting some auxiliary structures. In particular,
the roles are validated using the role hierarchies captured
by the RBAC model while the objects are inspected using
metadata defining object hierarchies in the system.

the quality of the entire policy set can be expensive. Thus,
the re-evaluation services particularly consider only the
policies that are directly affected by the evolution.
Towards such goal, the re-evaluation services investigate
each of the primitives changes to track their effects on the
set of policies and narrows the scope of the re-analysis to be
performed only for them. However, some of these primitives, such as ADD ROLE and DEL ROLE , have no
direct impact on the policy set. Nonetheless, such primitives
are associated with other primitives (i.e., CHG P OLICYr
and DEL P OLICY , respectively) which directly affect the
policy set.
When adding a new policy or deleting an existing policy acpi (i.e., the primitive ADD P OLICY and
DEL P OLICY , respectively), the policy tree (or PT tree) is
first searched using a depth-first-search to find a path whose
nodes match the components composing acpi . In particular,
the set of policies that are affected by this change primitive
includes any policy acpj that is specified by the components:
a role (acpj .r) matched to acpi .r (or acpj .r and acpj .r
are related by a parent-child relation), an action acpj .p.a
matched to (or part of) acpi .p.a, and an object acpj .p.o
matched to acpi .p.o (or acpj .o and acpj .o are related by a
parent-child relation).
Meanwhile, when changing a role of a policy (i.e., the
primitive CHG P OLICYr ), the set of policies that are
affected by this change primitive includes any policy acpj
that is specified by the components: a role acpj .r matched
to (or share a parent-child relation with) either of the old
or new values of acpi .r, an action acpj .p.a matched to (or
part of) either of the old or new values of acpi .p.a, and an
object acpj .p.o matched to (or share a parent-child relation
with) either of the old or new values of acpi .p.o. Similarly,
finding the policies affected by the execution of the primitives CHG P OLICYa and CHG P OLICYo follows the
same logic. The procedure of finding the set of affected
polices for all primitive changes is outlined in Algorithm 5.
Thereafter, the identified affected policy set is re-evaluated
either by partially traversing the policy tree (or PT tree) or
performing the classification-based analysis on the batch of
affected policies.

5.2

6

•

•

If the corresponding roles of the exceptional transaction and the policy are related by a parent-child
relationship, the service recommends creating a new
role for the users belonging to the parent role (except
the users belonging to the child role of interest), and
then assigning the policy associated with the parent
to the new role (lines 8-11). Also, the service recommends adding a new policy to permit the exceptional
transaction for the child role (lines 12-14).
If the corresponding objects (lines 18-26) or actions
(lines 27-35) of the exceptional transaction and the
policy are related by a parent-child relationship, the
service recommends similar changes to the ones recommended when the roles of the exceptional transaction and its associated policy are related by a parentchild relationship.

Re-evaluation Services for Policy Changes

The second set of services is to perform the changes recommended by the recommendation services, and then reevaluate the policies which are affected by these recommended changes to assure that the quality of the policy set
has been improved as intended. Evaluating the policy set
after its evolution is a critical step. However, re-evaluating

T HE P RO FACT F RAMEWORK

We now introduce our policy analysis framework which
utilizes provenance metadata to enable efficient policy analysis. As shown in Fig. 5, the framework is based on three
main phases: data collection, policy analysis, and policy
evolution. The data collection phase uses a provenance
logging component which captures all transactions executed
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Algorithm 2 Recom. Algorithm for Redundant Policies
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:

Given two policies ACPi and ACPj are redundant.
if ACPi = ACPj then
Recommend DEL P OLICY (ACPi )
else
if ACPi .r ⊆ ACPj .r then
ti = Query Transactions(ACPi )
tj = Query Transactions(ACPj )
if | tj − ti | = 0 then
Recommend DEL P OLICY (ACPi )
else if | tj − ti | > | ti | then
Recommend DEL P OLICY (ACPi )
if |Query Policies(acpi .r) = 1 then
Recommend DEL ROLE (acpi .r)
end if
else
Recommend ADD ROLE (rk , acpj .r)
Assign users(tj - ti ) to rk
Recommend CHG P OLICYr (ACPj , rk )
end if
else
Similar Logic to Lines 6-18 but swapping i and j .
end if
if ACPi .p.o ⊆ ACPj .p.o then
Recommend DEL P OLICY (ACPi )
else
Recommend DEL P OLICY (ACPj )
end if
if ACPi .p.a ⊆ ACPj .p.a then
Recommend DEL P OLICY (ACPi )
else
Recommend DEL P OLICY (ACPj )
end if
end if

in the system in addition to all changes made on the access
control policy set and stores them in the provenance repository. To support the data collection phase, the framework
maintains a tree structure (i.e., PT tree) which abstracts the
necessary information for the analysis phase. The analysis
phase includes two types of analysis approaches: structurebased and classification-based. The results of the analysis
approaches are aggregated into a separate repository referred to as policy analysis repository. The evolution phase
comprises two main services: policy change recommendation and policy re-evaluation. The results of the re-analysis
are also aggregated into the policy analysis repository.
Furthermore, ProFact includes an orthogonal component
for query services that supports the following query types:
•

•

Queries on the Quality of Policies: Such queries
retrieve the policies which do not satisfy our quality
requirements. Querying on quality might be general
(e.g., find all policies which are inconsistent, find
all irrelevant policies) or specific to policy attributes
(e.g., find all inconsistencies related to a specific
object or find roles with respect to which policies are
incomplete).
Queries on Policies: These queries allow one to retrieve basic information on policies (e.g., policies for

Algorithm 3 Recom. Algorithm for Inconsistent Policies
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

Given two policies ACPi and ACPj are inconsistent
ti = Query Transactions(ACPi )
tj = Query Transactions(ACPj )
if ACPi .r ⊆ ACPj .r then
Recommend ADD ROLE (rk , acpj .r)
Assign users(tj - ti ) to rk
Recommend CHG P OLICYr (ACPj , rk )
else
Similar Logic to Lines 5-7 but swapping i and j .
end if
if ACPi .p.o ⊆ ACPj .p.o then
ok = (∀ ow ∈ ACPj .p.o) - ACPi .p.o
Recommend CHG P OLICYo (ACPj , ok )
else
Similar Logic to Lines 12-13 but swapping i and j .
end if
if ACPi .p.a ⊆ ACPj .p.a then
Recommend ADD ROLE (rk , acpj .r)
ak = (∀ aw ∈ ACPj .p.a) - ACPi .p.a
Recommend CHG P OLICYa (ACPj , ak )
else
Similar Logic to Lines 18-20 but swapping i and j .
end if

•

•

•

7

a role, how many times a policy was enforced) and
advanced information on policies (e.g., the history of
a policy, how the policy was evolved).
Queries on Transactions: These queries allow one to
retrieve information about the executed transactions.
Examples include: find the transactions executed by
a certain user (through different roles), and find the
transactions that accessed specific objects.
Queries on Policy Analysis Statistics: These queries
utilize the policy analysis repository to retrieve aggregated analysis results. Examples include: retrieve
the most common exceptions and the frequency of
an exception.
Queries on Policy Evolution Statistics: These
queries allow one to estimate the percentage of policies affected by a specific type of policy changes
or find the policy components mostly affected by
a specific type of policy changes; these queries are
based on the historical runs of the evolution service.
Examples include: find the object which was mostly
affected by policy deletion, and what is the primitive
change that affected the largest number of policies.

E XPERIMENTS

The goal of the experiments is to evaluate the two types of
policy analysis approaches included in ProFact: structurebased and classification-based.
7.1

Dataset and Settings

Due to the lack of a large-scale real dataset compromising
both access control policies and executed transactions for a
real system7 , we created three synthetic datasets (referenced
7. A large-scale dataset is required to generate machine learning
models for the classification-based analysis approach.
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Algorithm 4 Recom. Algorithm for Exceptional Transactions

hr, o, ai that violates an existing
policy ACPj
n = Count Transactions(ti )
tj = Query Transactions(ACPj )
if | tj | = 0 then
s = ¬ ACPj .p.sign
CHG P OLICYs (ACPj , s)
else if n > σ then
if ti .r ⊆ ACPj .r then
Recommend ADD ROLE (rk , acpj .r)
Assign users(tj - ti ) to rk
Recommend CHG P OLICYr (ACPj , rk )
s = ¬ ACPj .p.sign
Set ACPi = hrole: ti .r, permission: (ti .a, ti .o, si
Recommend ADD P OLICY (ACPi )
else
Similar Logic to Lines 9-14.
end if
if ti .o ⊆ ACPj .p.o then
ok = (∀ ow ∈ ACPj .p.o) - ti .o
Recommend CHG P OLICYo (ACPj , ok )
s = ¬ ACPj .p.sign
Set ACPi = hrole: ti .r, permission: (ti .a, ti .o, si
Recommend ADD P OLICY (ACPi )
else
Similar Logic to Lines 19-23.
end if
if ti .p.a ⊆ ACPj .p.a then
ak = (∀ aw ∈ ACPj .p.a) - ti .a
Recommend CHG P OLICYa (ACPj , ak )
s = ¬ ACPj .p.sign
Set ACPi = hrole: ti .r, permission: (ti .a, ti .o, si
Recommend ADD P OLICY (ACPi )
else
Similar Logic to Lines 28-32.
end if
end if

1: Given a transaction ti
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:

Algorithm 5 Find Affected Policies

acpi :=< r, p.a, p.o, p.sign > denote a policy to
be changed, M denote the policy evolution type {Add,
U pdate, Delete}, and T denote the policy tree constructed on D.
if M ≡ Add ∨ M ≡ Delete then
R = {∀r | (r ⊆ acpi .r) ∨ (acpi .r ⊆ r)}
A = {∀a | (a ⊆ acpi .p.a) ∨ (acpi .p.a ⊆ a)}
O = {∀o | (o ⊆ acpi ..p.o) ∨ (acpi ..p.o ⊆ o)}
P = {∀acpj | (acpj .r ∈ R) ∧ (acpj .p.a ∈ A) ∧
(acpj .p.o ∈ O) ∧ (i 6= j)}
else if M ≡ U pdate then
if updating acpi .r then
R = {∀r | (r ⊆ acpi .rold ) ∨ (acpi .rold ⊆ r) ∨ (r ⊆
acpi .rnew ) ∨ (acpi .rnew ⊆ r)}
A = {∀a | (a ⊆ acpi .p.a) ∨ (acpi .p.a ⊆ a)}
O = {∀o | (o ⊆ acpi ..p.o) ∨ (acpi ..p.o ⊆ o)}
else if updating acpi .p.a then
R = {∀r | (r ⊆ acpi .r) ∨ (acpi .r ⊆ r)}
A = {∀a | (a ⊆ acpi .p.aold )∨(acpi .p.aold ⊆ a)∨(a ⊆
acpi .p.anew ) ∨ (acpi .p.anew ⊆ a)}
O = {∀o | (o ⊆ acpi ..p.o) ∨ (acpi ..p.o ⊆ o)}
else if updating acpi .p.o then
R = {∀r | (r ⊆ acpi .r) ∨ (acpi .r ⊆ r)}
A = {∀a | (a ⊆ acpi .p.a) ∨ (acpi .p.a ⊆ a)}
O = {∀o | (o ⊆ acpi .p.oold )∨(acpi .p.oold ⊆ o)∨(o ⊆
acpi .p.onew ) ∨ (acpi .p.onew ⊆ o)}
else if updating acpi .p.sign then
R = {∀r | (r ⊆ acpi .r) ∨ (acpi .r ⊆ r)}
A = {∀a | (a ⊆ acpi .p.a) ∨ (acpi .p.a ⊆ a)}
O = {∀o | (o ⊆ acpi ..p.o) ∨ (acpi ..p.o ⊆ o)}
end if
P = {∀acpj | (acpj .r ∈ R) ∧ (acpj .p.a ∈ A) ∧
(acpj .p.o ∈ O) ∧ (i 6= j)}
end if
Return P

1: Let

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

as DS1, DS2, and DS3) using a random dataset generator (as
explained later) to evaluate the policy analysis approaches.
Table 6 shows the size of each dataset in terms of the
number of roles, protected objects, access control policies,
and transactions.
Random Dataset Generator: The dataset generator first
generates randomly the basic entities of a dataset (i.e., users,
roles, objects, and actions8 . Thereafter, the generator creates
hierarchical relations (i.e., parent-child relations) among the
created roles and objects. For example, for generating the
role hierarchies, a quarter of the roles are initially selected
as parent roles and each of the remaining roles is assigned
as a child role to one of the parent roles and this child
role is appended to the set of the parent roles. The object hierarchies are similarly generated. Using a maximum
value for role assignment (i.e., m), each user is assigned
randomly at maximum to a set of m roles. Subsequently,
every user is assigned to multiple roles and every role

includes multiple users (given the fact that the number of
roles is much smaller than the number of users). Using all
combinations (referenced as X ) of roles, object, and actions,
we randomly select a subset Y ⊂ X to generate a set of
transactions Y . Similarly, we randomly select a subset Z ⊂
X to generate a set of access control policies Z and the sign
of each policy is randomly chosen as positive or negative9 .
Finally, the generator randomly assigns a frequency counter
to each transaction. As a result, the generated dataset intentionally includes all types of low-quality policies. The
subset of transactions Y − (Z ∩ Y) indicates missing policies
(i.e., incompleteness). Meanwhile, the subset of policies
Z − (Y ∩ Z) is irrelevant. The subset of policies which have
corresponding transactions (Y ∩ Z) can potentially include
inconsistencies, redundancy, and exceptions. Table 7 shows
the distribution of the low-quality policies among the three
generated datasets.
Classification approach settings: For the classifiers
adopted in our classification-based analysis, we used the
Java Weka library [29]. All classifiers are trained on 70%

8. The generator randomly creates at maximum n instances of an
entity where n is specified by the user of the generator.

9. The generator verifies that Y ∩ Z =
6 φ to guarantee having all
low-quality policy types.
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of access control policies, and b) adding a transaction to the
transaction tree involves finding its corresponding policy
in the policy tree to link them together. Moreover, the
construction time for PT-tree is almost similar to that of the
transaction tree.
7.3

Analysis Results

7.3.1

Fig. 5: The Infrastructure of the ProFact Framework
TABLE 6: Access Control Policy and Transaction Datasets
Dataset 1 (DS1)
Dataset 2 (DS2)
Dataset 3 (DS3)

# Roles
50
75
100

# Objects
2,000
2,500
3,000

# Policies
46,800
427,500
877,200

# Transactions
124,800
641,250
1,152,000

of the dataset using 10-fold cross-validation. Regarding the
kNN classifier, we used the instance-based learner algorithm. For the decision tree classifier, we used the C4.5 Decision algorithm. Overall, we used the Weka default values
for the parameters of the machine learning techniques (e.g.,
for kNN classifier, k = 1).
We implemented the prototype infrastructure of ProFact in Java 1.7. All experiments were performed on highperformance computing clusters at Purdue Research Center.
The analysis prototype was run on a cluster of one node
with 16 cores and 64GB memory.
7.2

Pre-processing Time for the Analysis Approaches

We collected the total time for building the underlying structures for the structure-based approach10 . Fig. 6a shows the
construction time (in base-10 logarithmic scale) for the three
variants (i.e., policy-based, transaction-based, and PT-based)
of the structure-based approach using the three datasets. In
general, the construction of the structure for the transactionbased analysis takes longer time than that of the policybased analysis because of two reasons: a) the number of
transactions in a system usually is larger than the number
10. We discarded the training time for every classifier of the
classification-based analysis approach because training a classifier is an
off-line step. Meanwhile, the construction of the tree structures can not
be considered off-line because they should be maintained up to date.

TABLE 7: The Distribution of Low-Quality Policies among
Datasets

Inconsistency
Exceptions
Incompleteness
Redundancy
Irrelevancy

DS1
162
2,836
1,672
787
1,398

Datasets
DS2
368
5,762
3,052
962
1,940

DS3
478
12,062
8,755
1,507
3,896

Structure-based Analysis
Performance: Fig. 6b shows the analysis time for
detecting inconsistent and redundant policies11 using the
policy-based, transaction-based, and PT-based approaches
across the three datasets. In general, the transaction-based
approach has the best performance compared to the policybased approach. In particular, the transaction-based approach has a speedup factor of 4x, 5x, and 3x with respect
to the policy-based approach using DS1, DS2, and DS3, respectively. All approaches are based on the tree traversal but
with different analysis mechanisms. The transaction-based
approach only visits every path in the tree and utilizes the
associated link to fetch the corresponding policy in the policy tree. Meanwhile, the policy-based approach searches for
all policies that involve similar components while inspecting
each policy. The transaction-based approach invested the
time spent on constructing the transaction tree and linking
it with the policy tree to achieve better performance at the
analysis phase. Since the PT-based approach uses the hybrid
tree structure that stores both transactions and policies,
inspecting all policies and corresponding transactions thoroughly through such a structure leads to extra time for the
analysis compared to both the policy-based and transactionbased approaches.
Efficiency: Both policy-based and transaction-based approaches were able to detect all inconsistent and redundant
policies. Since irrelevant policies do not have corresponding
transactions in the transaction tree, the irrelevant policies
were reported by only the policy-based approach. Nonetheless, the policy-based approach was not able to detect the
exceptions and the incomplete policies as these can only
be detected by analyzing the transactions executed in the
system as well as their corresponding access control policies.
Thus, such cases are detected by the transaction-based approach. However, the PT-based approach was able to detect
all of these cases.
7.3.2 Classification-based Analysis
Performance: Fig. 7a shows the average analysis time
per policy (in base-10 logarithmic scale) using both analysis approaches (structure-based and classification-based)12
across the three datasets. In general, all schemes of the
classification-based analysis approach (i.e., OC and CC )
outperform the structure-based analysis approach. The analysis time of the classification-based approach using the OC
scheme varies based on the adopted classifier. In particular,
OC with the Naı̈ve Bayes and Decision Tree classification
algorithms have the best performance. Among all classifiers
11. We discarded the other types of low-quality policies and considered only the types of policies that can be detected by the three variants
of the structure-based approach.
12. The analysis time of the structure-based analysis represents the
PT-based one since it is able to detect all types of low-quality policies.
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(a) Construction Time

(b) Analysis Time

Fig. 6: Structure-based Approaches

(a) Analysis Performance

(b) Analysis Efficiency (Recall)

(c) Analysis Efficiency (Precision)

(d) Analysis Efficiency (Accuracy)

Fig. 7: Classification-based Approaches
used with OC , the kNN and Random Forest classifiers have
the worst performance since the kNN classifier requires
retrieving all closest objects among the training dataset and
Random Forest investigates multiple internal decision trees
to conclude the classification result. Intuitively, CC is slower
than OC because CC performs the analysis through all
classifiers adopted by OC to obtain the final classification
results. However, both approaches based on the CC scheme
(i.e., Majority Voting and Max Probability) outperform the
structure-based approach. In particular, the speedup factor
of CC is 31x with respect to the structure-based approach.
Efficiency: To evaluate the efficiency of the classificationbased analysis approach, we report the recall, precision,
and accuracy values which are formulated in Eqs. 1 - 3.
For calculating recall, precision, and accuracy, we used the
output of the structure-based analysis results as the ground
truth.
TP
(1)
Recall =
TP + FN

TP
TP + FP

(2)

TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN

(3)

P recision =
Accuracy =

Figs. 7b, 7c, and 7d show the recall, precision, and accuracy of both classification schemes (OC and CC ) across
the three datasets, respectively. In general, using DS3, all
classification approaches achieve recall and precision values
above 70%. Meanwhile, Naı̈ve Bayes was the only one that
does not achieve an accuracy value above 70%. Moreover,

the efficiency of OC varies based on the trained model
and the chosen classifier. For example, Random Forest has
the worst recall, and accuracy values using DS1 and DS2,
but it has been improved in DS3. Consequently, the OC
scheme is not reliable for our framework. On the other
hand, the CC scheme achieves the best recall, precision, and
accuracy compared with OC using all datasets. In particular,
the CC scheme achieved at maximum recall, precision,
and accuracy of 88%, 87%, and 91%, respectively. This
supports our claim that using the combined scheme CC
for classification is preferable than using the OC scheme.
The CC scheme with Majority Voting and Max Probability techniques achieved almost similar efficiency. However,
Majority Voting was the best with a minor difference.

8

R ELATED W ORK

The area of policy analysis has been widely investigated.
Approaches to policy analysis use various methods and are
characterized by different goals as we discuss below.
8.1

Goals for Policy Analysis

The goals of policy analysis mainly fall into two directions:
assessing the fulfillment of a set of quality requirements,
and designing and organizing a set of policies.
Policy Quality Assessment: Past work on policy quality
requirements have focused on some of the quality requirements that we have introduced. Among these requirements,
consistency was the most investigated one. Gupta et al. [28]
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and Cau et al. [19] focused on detecting policies inconsistencies in the RBAC domain. Meanwhile, Mankai et al.
[38] and Turkmen et al. [53] proposed methods to detect
inconsistency among XACML policies. Regarding the other
requirements, redundancy has been evaluated using various
approaches such as the ones proposed by Ngo et al. [42],
Hadj et al. [5] and Pina et al. [44], while incompleteness
is assessed using other research approaches (e.g., [36], [37],
[50]). To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the
first to assess access control policies with respect to new
types of quality requirements (i.e., exceptions and irrelevancy). Because of incorporating provenance metadata, our
framework is able to aggregate information about system
behavior at execution time, and thus it is able to address all
quality requirements.
Policy Design and Organization: For properly reorganizing and evolving policy sets, it is often important
to assess the similarity of different policies and the impact
of policy modifications. Policy similarity refers to the technique for characterizing the relationships between policies
and the actions authorized by them. Several researchers
focused on policy similarity including Kolovski et al. [33],
Lin et al. [34], [35], Craven et al. [21], [22], and Mazzoleni et
al. [39], [40]. Meanwhile, the change impact analysis on the
policy set evaluates the changes among two versions of a
policy by providing a set of counterexamples that illustrate
semantic differences between the two policies. Several research efforts have been devoted to investigating the change
impact analysis (e.g., [25], [26], [45], [53]). Our framework
includes the policy evolution services which includes analyzing the impact of changing one of the policies on the
quality of the correlated policies of the changed policy.

8.2

Methods for Policy Analysis

Various methods have been proposed for policy analysis
including formal methods, model checking, data mining,
and structure-based (surveyed in [4]). Some policy analysis
approaches utilizing formal methods techniques such as
reasoning [30] [10], and argumentation [16], [17], [43]. Moreover, several approaches and frameworks for policy analysis
have been developed using model checking techniques such
as SAT solver [31], [34], or SMT solver [7], [53], and binary
decision diagrams [19], [27], [34], [44]. Regarding data mining methods, Shaikh et al. [48], [49], [50] and Aqib et al. [9]
proposed several approaches for policy analysis using the
decision tree classifier, while Bauer et al. [11] proposed an
approach to reorganize the RBAC policies using association
rule mining method. Furthermore, structure-based methods
were adopted for analyzing access control policies. For example, Xu et al. [55], Staniford et al. [51], Alves et al. [8] used
adapted versions of the graph data structure. Meanwhile,
the tree structure was used for firewall policy analysis [6],
[23]. To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first
to utilize tree-based structures for analyzing access control
policies. In addition, our framework proposes another analysis approach based on various classification methods, other
than decision trees.

9

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

In this paper, we have proposed a set of requirements to
evaluate the quality of access control policies. We have also
shown the use of provenance for capturing fine-grained
metadata essential for evaluating the quality of policies.
Our framework (ProFact) supports various types of query
services which convey detailed information about the system environment in the context of transactions and access
control policies. ProFact supports two approaches for policy
analysis: structure-based and classification-based. Regarding the structure-based approach, our experiments show
that transaction-based analysis is faster than policy-based
analysis with a maximum speedup factor of 5X. Regarding
the classification-based analysis approach, kNN and SVM
achieved the best efficiency obtaining a maximum recall
of 80% and 86%, respectively. By adopting the combined
classifiers, the efficiency improved reaching a recall of 88%.
Moreover, classification-based approach outperformed the
structure-based approach with a maximum speedup factor
of 31x. If the system is not in a real-time environment, the
system can adopt the structure-based analysis approach to
obtain a 100% recall
As part of future work, we will extend the provenance
system to capture spatial context information as this is
critical for mobile systems. Furthermore, we will expand
our approach to support attribute-based access control policies as these policies allow one to include context-based
information in the policy decisions. At a broader level, we
plan to extend our policy model, lifecycle, and analytics
to support the notion of generative policies model [54]
by which devices are given abstract policies and can then
autonomously refine and adapt them by using their own
analytic services.
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